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Queers Raising Children – Is it Something in the Water?
Successful local surrogacy, co-parenting that doesn’t go pear-shaped, lesbian surrogates, cross-border family building. 
What the heck happened to dance parties and gay cruises?

In 2016 the national census reported just 1130 gay male couples with children under 15 years – and many of these came from 
past heterosexual unions, foster care and adoption. But in increasing numbers, gay couples and singles – some as young as their 
late twenties, are investing in domestic and international surrogacy to create family.

Ben Warner and his partner Terry  live in Brisbane and have 
been together nine years. Their daughter Ivy was born 
on 3 January 2018 in Geelong, Victoria via an altruistic 
surrogate after three years of planning. They couple 
looked at many different options, including commercial 
surrogacy, before deciding to pursue surrogacy here in 
Australia. While the process wasn’t without its hiccups, it 
was all worth it the moment they finally got to meet their 
daughter and see their dream of a family become a reality. 
Ben is now a mentor with Surrogacy Australia Support 
Service

Sydney couple Luc and his husband, Adam married in 
2016 with an intention to start a family together. They 
commenced their surrogacy journey at one of our events 
in May 2017. There they connected with a Canadian IVF 
clinic and later located an altruistic surrogacy agency. 
Within two years their daughter was born in British 
Columbia. They are currently working with the same 
surrogate on what is known as a ‘sibling’ journey.

Melbourne couple Shaun and Jeremy began their journey 
in 2016, researching both local and international options. 
In 2017 they went through two egg donation cycles with 
their best friend and egg donor and began the surrogacy 
process in Victoria with their Queensland-based surrogate 
and her wife, who they had met through mutual friends. 
They were lucky to achieve a pregnancy on the first 
transfer, and in March 2019 their surrogate gave birth to 
Shaun and Jeremy’s beautiful son Elio.

Melbournite Rodney Chiang-Cruise is one of the co-moderators of the Gay Dads Australia Facebook group and founder of the Gay 
Dads Australia website. He and his partner Jeff are the father of Ethan, a 12 year old boy via US surrogacy. But Rodney & Jeff have 
also donated sperm and entered co-parent arrangements with a diverse group of Melbourne queer women. Rodney is a passionate 
believer in choice for intended parents, working tirelessly in support and education in Victoria.

Perth couple Simon & his partner engaged in surrogacy in Mexico with a local egg donor and their boy Saxon was born in 2017. It 
took them three months in Mexico before the Australian authorities completed the paperwork to grant Saxon Australian citizenship 
and a passport, but Simon and his partner simply treated the time as a holiday. They are currently engaged in a ‘sibling project for 
Saxon, also in Mexico. 

These are amongst eight LGBT parents who will share their extraordinary journeys to parenthood at Growing Families (formerly 
Families Through Surrogacy) October seminar series in Australian capital cities. These events put parents, surrogates and donors front 
and centre, as well as talks from local and international experts. 

Full details at https://www.growingfamilies.org/australian-seminars-oct-2019 




